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Objectives:
- Analyze the theoretical and practical frameworks of service export policies in the reforming and international integrating economy.
- Study export policies of services in some typical countries to draw lessons for Vietnam in making service export policies
- Analyze and assess the current situation of Vietnam service export, and figure out reasons of problems in recent operations of service export. In which, reasons related to Government’s service export policies are crucial.
- Set up and propose short-term and long-term solutions to promote service export in the reforming and international integrating condition of Vietnam.

Main contents:
- Analyze the theoretical and practical frameworks of service export policies in the reforming and international integrating economy. (Analyze the definition of service, the role of service export in the reforming and international integrating economy)
- Study, analyze and assess the current situation of service export policies, determine problems in policies which cause shortcomings in service export of Vietnam in recent years.
- Research and draw lessons from service export policies of typical advanced countries.
- Propose solutions to accomplish service export policies which are suitable for Vietnam in the process of reforming and international economic integration.

Results obtained:

**Stated researches related to the study:**


b) *Logistics development after Vietnam entered WTO* - Vietnam social sciences magazine 6/2008


**Educating results of the study:** As the purpose of the study, the result is:

a) 02 presented Master thesises

b) 02 completed Master thesises